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Abstract. Quasi-symmetry of a steady magnetic field means integrability of first-
order guiding-centre motion. Here we derive many restrictions on the possibilities for
a quasi-symmetry. We also derive an analogue of the Grad-Shafranov equation for the
flux function in a quasi-symmetric magnetohydrostatic field.
1. Introduction
The concept of quasi-symmetry was introduced in [Bo2] and then distilled into a design
principle for stellarators by [NZ]. In its strongest sense it means integrability of first-
order guiding-centre motion. An excellent survey of the subject was provided by [He],
assuming magnetohydrostatic (MHS) fields, that is, magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium
with isotropic pressure and no mean flow.
A fundamental step was made by [BQ], who stated necessary and sufficient local
conditions for integrability of guiding-centre motion in terms of a continuous symmetry
of three differential forms derived from the magnetic field and made clear that quasi-
symmetry can be separated from the issue of whether the magnetic field is MHS or
not.
Perturbative calculations of [GB], however, make it look very likely that the only
possibility for exact quasi-symmetry for MHS fields with bounded magnetic surfaces is
axisymmetry. Our paper gives first steps to deciding whether or not this is true.
In this paper we prove many consequences of quasi-symmetry and thereby restrictions
on possible quasi-symmetric fields. In the case of a quasi-symmetric MHS field we derive
a generalisation of the axisymmetric Grad-Shafranov equation.
[BQ] built in an assumption that a quasi-symmetry must be a circle-action. Here we
relax this requirement, though prove that under some mild conditions it is actually a
circle-action.
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2 SOME MATHEMATICS FOR QUASI-SYMMETRY
We write many equations using differential forms. For those unfamiliar with differ-
ential forms, Ch.7 of [Ar] is a classic and there is a tutorial [Ma] specifically for plasma
physicists.
Throughout the paper we will assume enough smoothness that the equations we write
make sense, at least in a weak sense.
2. Guiding-centre motion
We consider non-interacting charged particles in a steady, smooth (at least C1) mag-
netic field B in 3D satisfying divB = 0, with B 6= 0 in the region of interest.
The (non-relativistic) motion of a particle of massm, charge e, position q in a magnetic
field B on oriented Euclidean R3 has a formulation as a Hamiltonian system of 3 degrees
of freedom (DoF),
(1) iV ω = dH
for the vector field V = (q˙, p˙) on the cotangent bundle T ∗R3, with Hamiltonian function
and symplectic form (non-degenerate closed 2-form) given by
H(q, p) =
|p|2
2m
(2)
ω = −dϑ− epi∗β.(3)
Here, p is a cotangent vector at q ∈ R3 (applied to a tangent vector ξ to R3 it produces
p(ξ) = p · ξ), |p| is its Euclidean norm, ϑ is the tautological 1-form on T ∗R3 defined
by ϑ(q,p)(δq, δp) = p(δq), pi : (q, p) 7→ q is the natural map from T ∗R3 to R3, pi∗ is the
pullback by pi, and β = iBΩ for volume-form Ω on R
3 corresponding to the Euclidean
metric and chosen orientation. Note that divB = 0 is equivalent to dβ = 0.
One could allow time-dependent B, electric fields, arbitrary oriented Riemannian 3-
manifold, and relativistic effects, but to focus ideas we avoid all of these (the cases with
electrostatic fields and relativity are treated in an appendix).
If the perpendicular speed v⊥ is less than rB|ΩB |, where rB is the radius of curvature
of the fieldlines and ΩB = −e|B|/m is the “gyrofrequency”, then there is a locally unique
“guiding centre” X within rB of q and “gyro-radius vector” ρ perpendicular to B(X)
and smaller than rB such that
v =
e
m
B(X)× ρ+ v‖b(X)(4)
q = X + ρ,(5)
where v = q˙, b = B/|B| and v‖ = v · b. Indeed, the above formulae provide a local
diffeomorphism from (X, ρ, v‖) to (q, v) for |ρ| < rB.
If B varies slowly on the length-scales of ρ and v‖/ΩB, then rotation of ρ about B(X)
is an approximate symmetry of the particle motion. There is a corresponding adiabatic
invariant
(6) µ =
mv2⊥
2|B(X)| =
1
2
|eΩB(X)||ρ|2,
called the “magnetic moment”.
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If one neglects the variation of µ with time, one can reduce charged particle motion
by gyro-rotation [Li] to obtain a Hamiltonian system of 2DoF with state (X, v‖) and
H =
1
2
mv2‖ + µ|B(X)|,(7)
ω = −epi∗β −md(v‖pi∗b♭),(8)
with pi∗ now being the pullback for the map pi(X, v‖) = X. The equation iV ω = dH for
V = (X˙, v˙‖) implies
eX˙ × B˜ = µ∇|B|+mv˙‖b(9)
X˙ · b = v‖,(10)
with the modified field
(11) B˜ = B +
m
e
v‖c, where c = curl b.
These can be rearranged to give
X˙ =
(
v‖B˜(X) +
µ
e
b×∇|B|
)
/B˜‖(12)
v˙‖ = −
µ
m
B˜
B˜‖
· ∇|B|,(13)
where
(14) B˜‖ = B˜ · b.
We call (12)-(13) first-order guiding-centre motion (FGCM) – “first-order” because, as
shown in [Li], it is possible to derive higher order approximations, but we will restrict
attention to first-order in this paper.
The Hamiltonian formulation (7)-(8) and drift equations (12)-(13) hold for an arbi-
trary oriented 3D Riemannian manifold, with | |, ·,×,∇,div and curl interpreted ap-
propriately. Note that the above system is defined for B˜‖ 6= 0, which is a reasonable
assumption because the zeroth-order term in (14) is |B| 6= 0. In toroidal geometry,
however, one can treat the degeneracy at B˜‖ = 0 to avoid any arising inconsistencies
in gyrokinetics and derive at the same time a canonical Hamiltonian structure for the
purpose of symplectic integration [BE].
The zeroth-order approximation to FGCM (using 1/e as convenient smallness param-
eter) is
X˙ = v‖b(X)(15)
v˙‖ = −
µ
m
b · ∇|B|.(16)
We call this ZGCM.
Both FGCM and ZGCM conserve H of (7). We write E for the value of H.
4 SOME MATHEMATICS FOR QUASI-SYMMETRY
In ZGCM, the guiding centre moves along a fieldline. It may be circulating, meaning v‖
has constant sign, or bouncing, meaning it is confined to an interval where |B(X)| ≤ E/µ
and v‖ changes sign on reaching each end
1.
In FGCM, there are drifts of the guiding centre across the field. These come from the
modification B˜, the ∇|B| term and the B˜‖ denominator in (12). There are variants of
FGCM which agree to first order in 1/e, but we choose the one above because it has a
natural Hamiltonian formulation, which we believe is important and in particular allows
us to discuss its integrability.
3. Continuous symmetries of Hamiltonian systems
Definition 3.1. A continuous symmetry of a Hamiltonian system (M,H,ω) on a man-
ifold M is a C1 vector field U on M such that the Lie derivatives LUH and LUω are
both zero.
It follows that there is a conserved quantity locally, and globally under mild conditions.
This is a Hamiltonian version of Noether’s theorem.
Theorem 3.2. If U is a continuous symmetry for a Hamiltonian system (M,H,ω) with
vector field V then there is a conserved local function K for V . If there are combinations
fU+gV of U and V with closed or recurrent trajectories realising a basis of first homology
H1(M) then K is global.
Proof. LUω = 0 and dω = 0 imply diUω = 0, so by Poincare´’s lemma iUω = dK for
some local function K, and then
(17) iV dK = iV iUω = −iUdH = −LUH = 0.
If there is a combination w = fU + gV of U and V with a closed trajectory γ then
(18)
∫
γ
iUω =
∫ T
0
(fiU + giV )iUω dt,
where t is time along w and T is the period. The first term vanishes by antisymmetry of
ω and the second because of (17). For a recurrent trajectory, close it by a short arc and
bound the error to obtain that the integral of iUω in its homology direction is zero (the
concept of homology direction is described in [Fr]). If
∫
γ iUω = 0 holds for γ representing
a basis of H1(M) we deduce that K is global. 
Definition 3.3. A 2DoF Hamiltonian system with vector field V is integrable if it has
a continuous symmetry U with global conserved quantity K and U, V are linearly inde-
pendent almost everywhere (a.e.) (equivalently dK, dH are linearly independent a.e.).
Note that Definition 3.1 implies that the symmetry U and the Hamiltonian vector
field V commute, because i[U,V ]ω = LU iV ω − iV LUω = LUdH = dLUH = 0 and ω is
non-degenerate.
1the usual terminology for “bouncing” is “trapped” but this is inappropriate in a context where the
whole point is to determine whether the particles are confined!
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For an integrable 2DoF system, the bounded regular2 components of level sets of
(K,H) are 2-tori and there is a coordinate system in which U, V are both constant
vector fields on each of them. This is a special case of the Arnol’d-Liouville theorem
[Ar]. Here is a statement and proof.
Theorem 3.4. If U, V are commuting vector fields on a bounded surface S, independent
everywhere on it, then S is a 2-torus and there are coordinates (θ1, θ2) mod 2pi on it in
which U, V are constant.
Proof. Let φU be the flow of U and φV the flow of V . For t = (t1, t2) ∈ R2 let φt =
φUt1 ◦ φVt2 . Because the two commute and are independent, φ is a transitive action of
the group R2 on S. Choose a point 0 ∈ S and let T be the set of t ∈ R2 such that
φt(0) = 0. It is a discrete subgroup of R
2 (as a group under addition). Then S is
diffeomorphic to R2/T . Since S is bounded, T must be isomorphic to Z2. Thus T is
generated by a pair (T 1, T 2) of independent vectors in R2. Let A be the matrix with
columns (T 1, T 2). Then we obtain an action of S1 × S1 (with S1 = R/2piZ) on S by
θ 7→ φAθ/2π(0) where θ = (θ1, θ2) ∈ S1 × S1. Keeping 0 ∈ S fixed this action defines a
diffeomorphism S1 × S1 → S. In these coordinates, U is the first column of 2piA−1 and
V is its second column, thus constant vector fields. 
Definition 3.5. Coordinates (θ1, θ2) mod 2pi on a 2-torus in which commuting vector
fields U, V on it are constant are called Arnol’d-Liouville (AL) coordinates.
The concepts of integrability and AL coordinates have higher dimensional analogues
but the 2DoF context suffices here.
4. Quasi-symmetry
Definition 4.1. Given a magnetic field B on an oriented 3D Riemannian manifold Q,
a vector field u on Q is a quasi-symmetry of B if U = (u, 0) is a continuous symmetry
for FGCM for all values of magnetic moment µ.
We assume B nowhere zero on Q in order for FGCM to make sense. Note that in
contrast to most of the literature (e.g. [He]) we do not assume that B is MHS. Indeed, one
might like to apply the concept of quasi-symmetry to magnetohydrodynamic equilibria
with a mean flow (cf. [SH]) or with anisotropic pressure, for example. The concept of
FGCM does not require an MHS field, so neither should quasi-symmetry.
A simple example of a quasi-symmetric magnetic field is any axisymmetric B in Eu-
clidean space. Take u = ∂φ = rφˆ in cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z). Axisymmetry of B
can be defined in various ways, e.g. LuB = 0 or Luβ = 0 for this u. They are equivalent
because divu = 0 and
(19) i[u,B]Ω = Luβ − (div u)β.
Our first main theorem is:
2A component C of a level set of a C1 function F :M → N is regular if DF is surjective everywhere
on C; in the present context, F = (K,H) and N = R2.
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Theorem 4.2. A vector field u is a quasisymmetry of a magnetic field B iff
Lu|B| = 0(20)
Luβ = 0(21)
Lub
♭ = 0.(22)
Proof. Recall the Hamiltonian and symplectic form for FGCM:
H =
1
2
mv2‖ + µ|B(X)|(23)
ω = −epi∗β − d(p‖pi∗b♭).(24)
Then LUH = µLu|B|, so LUH = 0 for all µ iff Lu|B| = 0. Next
(25) LUω = −eLuβ −md(v‖Lub♭) = −eLuβ −mdv‖ ∧ Lub♭ −mv‖dLub♭.
Apply this to an arbitrary pair of tangents to Q and set v‖ = 0 to deduce that LUω = 0
implies Luβ = 0. Apply it to an arbitrary tangent ξ to Q and the vector (0, 1) tangent
to Q× R to deduce that iξLub♭ = 0, so Lub♭ = 0.
In the other direction, if Luβ = 0 and Lub
♭ = 0 then LUω = 0.
So we have proved that u is a quasi-symmetry of B iff Lu|B| = 0, Luβ = 0 and
Lub
♭ = 0. 
We write the three conditions of Theorem 4.2 in vector calculus or suffix notation for
comparison:
u · ∇|B| = 0(26)
curl (B × u) = 0(27)
ui∂ibj + bi∂ju
i = 0.(28)
Quasi-symmetry has the following significant consequences.
Theorem 4.3. If u is a quasi-symmetry of a magnetic field B then LuB
♭ = 0, LuΩ = 0
and LuB = 0.
Proof. To prove LuB
♭ = 0, use B♭ = |B|b♭, so
(29) LuB
♭ = (Lu|B|)b♭ + |B|Lub♭.
By Theorem 4.2, Lu|B| = 0 and Lub♭ = 0. So LuB♭ = 0.
To prove LuΩ = 0 note that β ∧ b♭ = |B|Ω. Applying Lu, we obtain
(30) Luβ ∧ b♭ + β ∧ Lub♭ = (Lu|B|)Ω + |B|LuΩ.
According to Theorem 4.2, the first three terms of this are zero. As |B| 6= 0, we obtain
LuΩ = 0.
To prove that LuB = 0, note that it can alternatively be written as [u,B] = 0. Use
the formula
(31) i[u,B]Ω = LuiBΩ− iBLuΩ,
which holds for any pair of vector fields u,B and any differential form Ω. By Theorem 4.2,
Luβ = 0, and we just proved that LuΩ = 0. So using Ω non-degenerate, we see that
[u,B] = 0, cf. (19). 
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In suffix notation, the first result of Theorem 4.3 is written analogously to that for
Lub
♭ in (28). Alternatively and more usefully it can be written in vector calculus as
(32) u× J = ∇(u · B),
because
(33) LuB
♭ = iudB
♭ + diuB
♭ = iuiJΩ+ d(u · B).
The second says divu = 0, and for the third,
(34) LuB = [u,B] = u · ∇B −B · ∇u = curl (B × u) + (divB)u− (divu)B.
Since divB = 0 and we already proved that divu = 0, then [u,B] = 0 can be written in
this case as curl (B × u) = 0.
Noting that some steps in the above proof are reversible, we can derive various al-
ternative necessary and sufficient conditions for quasi-symmetry. The following theorem
gives some examples, from which we shall frequently use (i) or (ii). Case (i) is a slight
generalisation of the formulation in [BQ].
Theorem 4.4. A vector field u is a quasi-symmetry of a magnetic field B iff any of the
following sets of conditions hold:
(i) Lu|B| = 0, Luβ = 0, LuB♭ = 0;
(ii) LuΩ = 0, Luβ = 0, LuB
♭ = 0;
(iii) LuΩ = 0, LuB = 0, LuB
♭ = 0.
Proof. (i) To prove the first set, we use (29). Thus under Lu|B| = 0 and B 6= 0, we
obtain LuB
♭ = 0 iff Lub
♭ = 0, which converts Theorem 4.2 to (i).
(ii) The second comes from the first and (30).
(iii) The third comes from the second and (31). 
Here are some additional consequences of quasi-symmetry.
Theorem 4.5. If u is a quasi-symmetry of B then
(i) Lu(u · B) = 0, Lu(u · b) = 0,
(ii) [u, b] = 0, [u,B/|B|2] = 0, [u, u⊥] = 0 (where u⊥ is the component of u perpen-
dicular to B),
(iii) [u, J ] = 0 (where J = curlB), [u, [J,B]] = 0, Lu(J · B) = 0, LJ(u · B) = 0.
Proof. (i) u ·B = iuB♭ so Lu(u ·B) = iuLuB♭ + i[u,u]B♭, both of which are zero.
For u · b, apply Lu to u.B = |B|u · b and use the above plus B 6= 0 to deduce that
Lu(u · b) = 0.
(ii) For [u, b], use [u,B] = 0, B = |B|b and Lu|B| = 0, to obtain [u, b] = 0.
Similarly, [u,B/|B|2] = 0 or indeed [u, f(|B|)B] = 0 for any function f .
u⊥ = u− (u ·B)B/|B|2 and Lu on each of these terms is zero, so Luu⊥ = 0.
(iii) J = curlB translates to iJΩ = dB
♭. Apply Lu to each side. LuiJΩ = iJLuΩ +
i[u,J ]Ω and LudB
♭ = dLuB
♭ = 0. But LuΩ = 0 so we deduce that i[u,J ]Ω = 0. Ω is
non-degenerate, so [u, J ] = 0.
For [u, [J,B]], we use the Jacobi identity [u, [J,B]] + [J, [B,u]] + [B, [u, J ]] = 0. We
already proved that [B,u] = 0 and [u, J ] = 0. So [u, [J,B]] = 0.
Lu(J · B) = LuiJB♭ = iJLuB♭ = 0, using [u, J ] = 0.
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LJ(u ·B) = iJd(u ·B) = iJLuB♭ = 0, using (33).

5. Flux function
The condition Luβ = 0 of Theorem 4.2 merits additional comment. We discuss it
in a more general context than quasi-symmetry. Specifically, we require only Luβ = 0,
divB = 0 and divu = 0.
Because dβ = 0 and β = iBΩ, Luβ = 0 is equivalent to diuiBΩ = 0. Thus by
Poincare´’s lemma iuiBΩ = dψ for some function ψ locally (in vector calculus, B × u =
∇ψ), and both u and B are tangent to regular level sets of ψ.
An important question is whether ψ is global. It is global if there are combinations
fu+ gB with closed or recurrent trajectories realising a basis of H1(Q). For the case of
Q being a solid torus with a circulating magnetic field, then B has a closed trajectory
realising H1(Q) so ψ is global. For more complicated domains, it might fail.
Definition 5.1. A flux function for a field B on Q is a globally defined function ψ :
Q→ R with iBdψ = 0 and dψ 6= 0 a.e.
Note that existence of a flux function ψ is an assumption of the standard approach
to quasi-symmetry (e.g. [He]), whereas here we derived it as a consequence, at least as
a local function. For many purposes, however, we will need to assume that ψ is global
and has non-zero derivative a.e. (see ahead to Definition 9.1). Note that in [He], ψ is
chosen to be the toroidal flux enclosed by the level set and “flux function” is used for
any function of ψ.
If ψ is global, it follows from the classification of surfaces that bounded regular com-
ponents of level sets of ψ are 2-tori.
Definition 5.2. The bounded regular components of level sets of a flux function are
called flux surfaces.
Furthermore, u and B are independent everywhere on such a 2-torus, because iuiBΩ =
dψ. Luβ = 0 with divu = 0 imply that [u,B] = 0, cf. (19). Using Theorem 3.4, it follows
that there are coordinates (θ1, θ2) mod 2pi on the 2-torus in which both u and B are
constant vector fields. There are many works on “flux coordinates”, including the book
[DHCS] and the recent paper [KG], but we are not aware of any of them using this very
natural AL approach. The closest we have seen is [Ha].
We now derive a formula for the winding ratios of X = u,B on a flux surface.
Definition 5.3. The winding ratio ιX of a vector field X on a 2-torus with coordinates
(θ1, θ2) ∈ S1 × S1 is the limit as t → ∞ of the ratio of the number of revolutions made
in θ1 along a trajectory of vector field X, to that in θ2. ιX is considered as a point in
the projective line RP 1, to include the option of ∞ and to ignore the sign of X.
For vector fields X of “Poincare´ type” (those having a cross-section) on a 2-torus,
the limit exists and is the same for all trajectories and for both signs of X. Since u
and B are conjugate to non-zero constant vector fields on each flux surface, they are of
Poincare´ type.
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As X conserves Ω and ψ, it also conserves an area-form on flux surfaces. Indeed, let
(35) A = inΩ, where n = ∇ψ|∇ψ|2 .
In vector calculus, A(ξ, η) = n · (ξ × η). Then the restriction AC of A to a regular
component C of a level set of ψ is non-degenerate and conserved by X. To prove the
conservation it is enough to work out LXA on (u,B), which form a basis of tangents to
C. Using [u,B] = 0, we have
(36) iuiBLXA = LXiuiBinΩ = LXindψ = LX1 = 0.
Theorem 5.4. If div u = divB = 0 and iuiBΩ = dψ then for X = u or B on a bounded
regular component C of a level set of ψ,
(37) ιX = −
∫
γ1
iXAC∫
γ2
iXAC
,
where γj is any closed loop on C making one turn in θ
j and none in the other.
Proof. As LXAC = 0, we deduce that iXAC is closed so its integral round a closed loop
γ depends on only the homology class [γ] of the loop. Take a long piece of trajectory of
X on C and close it by a short arc on C, making a closed loop γ. It has homology class
close to N([γ1] + ιX [γ2]) for some large integer N . iXAC(γ˙) is zero except on the short
arc. Taking the limit we obtain
(38)
∫
[γ1]+ιX [γ2]
iXAC = 0.
Hence the formula of the theorem. 
The same formula applies to the current density J for an MHS field with p constant
on flux surfaces.
6. The invariant tori of FGCM
Let us compute the conserved quantity K of FGCM resulting from quasi-symmetry.
Recall from Theorem 3.2 that K results from iUω = dK. Recall from (8) that ω =
−epi∗β −md(v‖pi∗b♭) and from Definition 4.1 that U = (u, 0). So
(39) iUω = −eiuβ −mLU(v‖pi∗b♭) +mdiu(v‖b♭) = dK,
with
(40) K = −eψ −mv‖u · b,
using LU (v‖pi
∗b♭) = v‖Lub
♭ = 0. In particular, we see that K is global iff ψ is global.
K governs how far particles move from a flux surface. Using conservation of K, we
see that
(41) v‖ = −
eψ +K
mu · b .
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Hence by conservation of H in (7), the tori for FGCM are given in projection to guiding-
centre position by
(42)
1
2
(eψ +K)2
m(u · b)2 + µ|B| = E,
with parallel velocity recovered by (41). This can be written as
(43) ψ = −K
e
± u · b
e
√
2m(E − µ|B|).
We see the same division of motion into circulating and bouncing, as for ZGCM. Note
that by Lu|B| = 0, the set of X where |B(X)| > E/µ is a set of u-lines.
7. Effect on the metric
Next we examine the relation of a quasi-symmetry u to the Riemannian metric g. The
conjecture of [GB] is equivalent to u being a Killing field for Euclidean metric g.
Definition 7.1. A vector field u is a Killing field for a Riemannian metric g if Lug = 0.
In Euclidean space Lug = 0 can be written as ∇u+ (∇u)T = 0.
We have not managed to prove or disprove that a quasi-symmetry is a Killing field
yet, but the following theorem gets two-thirds of the way (by showing the subspace of
possibilities for Lug at a point is constrained to a codimension-4 subspace of the 6D
space of symmetric 3× 3 matrices). It applies to an arbitrary Riemannian metric g.
Theorem 7.2. Let u be a quasi-symmetry for magnetic field B, with flux function ψ.
Where u,B are independent, then dψ 6= 0 and (B,u, n) is a basis, with n = ∇ψ/|∇ψ|2.
With respect to this basis, Lug has matrix
(44)

 0 0 00 Lu|u|2 inLuu♭
0 u · [n, u] Lu|∇ψ|−2


and the diagonal terms are related by
(45) Lu|∇ψ|−2 = − |B|
2
|∇ψ|4Lu|u|
2.
Proof. dψ 6= 0 where u,B are independent because iuiBΩ = dψ and Ω is nondegenerate.
Ω(B,u, n) = iniuiBΩ = indψ = 1 6= 0, so (B,u, n) is a basis.
The calculation of Lug makes use of Lemma 7.4 to follow, which says that the standard
commutation relation iXLu = LuiX − i[u,X] applies not only to differential forms but
also to any covariant 2-tensor, thus including the case of a metric tensor. We apply this
to the metric tensor g for X = B,u, n in turn.
For X = B we obtain iBLug = 0, so the first row of Lug is zero, and also the first
column by symmetry of g.
For X = u we obtain iuLug = Luiug = Luu
♭. The diagonal component is obtained by
contracting this with u: iuLuu
♭ = Luiuu
♭ = Lu|u|2.
For X = n we obtain
(46) inLug = Luing − i[u,n]g.
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For the off-diagonal term we contract (46) with u. Firstly, iuLuing = Luiuing = Lu(u·n)
but u · n = 0 from iudψ = 0. Secondly, iui[u,n]g = u · [u, n]. For the diagonal term, we
contract (46) with n. Firstly,
(47)
inLuing = inLun
♭ = inLu(dψ/|∇ψ|2) = |∇ψ|−2inLudψ + (Lu|∇ψ|−2)indψ = Lu|∇ψ|−2,
using Luψ = 0 and indψ = 1. Secondly,
(48)
ini[u,n]g = i[u,n]n
♭ = Luinn
♭−inLun♭ = Lu|∇ψ|−2−|∇ψ|−2inLudψ−(Lu|∇ψ|−2)indψ = 0.
Finally, we prove the indicated relation between the diagonal terms. Using B × u =
∇ψ,
(49) |∇ψ|2 = |B|2|u|2 − (u ·B)2.
We proved Lu(u · B) = 0 and Lu|B| = 0, so applying Lu to the above equation, we
obtain Lu|∇ψ|2 = |B|2Lu|u|2. Hence the result. 
Because g is symmetric, Lug is symmetric but we give the two alternative expressions
for the off-diagonal components in (44) and one can check they are equal (u · [n, u] =
i[n,u]u
♭ = inLuu
♭ − Luinu♭ but n · u = 0).
One could choose other normalisations of ∇ψ, but an advantage of the chosen one is
that n · [u, n] = 0, as proved in (48).
The relation (45) can alternatively be obtained by using divu = 0 and the local
expression Ω = ±√det g dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 with det g being the determinant of the matrix
representing g in coordinate system (x1, x2, x3) (i.e. g(ξ, η) = gijξ
iηj). A calculation
shows that divu = 12 tr (g
−1Lug) and hence (45).
The previous theorem highlights the importance of Luu
♭, not just for the off-diagonal
term but also because Lu|u|2 = iuLuu♭. So
Theorem 7.3. A quasi-symmetry u is a Killing field iff Luu
♭ = 0.
In vector calculus Luu
♭ = 0 can be written as w = 0, where w = v × u +∇|u|2 with
v = curlu. The relation between the two is w♭ = Luu
♭.
We conclude this section with the required lemma.
Lemma 7.4. For any covariant 2-tensor g, and vector fields u,X,
(50) i[u,X]g = LuiXg − iXLug.
Proof. For arbitrary vector fields u, X and Y , and covariant 2-tensor g,
(51) (Lug)(X,Y ) = Lu(g(X,Y ))− g(LuX,Y )− g(X,LuY ).
This says
(52) iY iXLug = LuiY iXg − iY i[u,X]g − i[u,Y ]iXg.
Now iXg is a differential form, so the usual commutation relation
(53) LuiY iXg = iY LuiXg + i[u,Y ]iXg
can be employed for the first term on the right. It results that
(54) iY iXLug = iY LuiXg − iY i[u,X]g.
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This is true for all Y , hence the result. 
8. Circle action
In the case of axisymmetry, the trajectories of u are all closed and have a common
period (single points on the axis of symmetry and circles elsewhere, of period 2pi). We
say the flow of u generates a circle action.
Definition 8.1. A circle action on a manifold M is a differentiable mapping Φ : S1 ×
M → M , (θ, x) 7→ Φθ(x) such that Φ0(x) = x and Φθ+θ′(x) = Φθ(Φθ′(x)) for all
θ, θ′ ∈ S1 and x ∈M .
The orbit of a point x under a circle action is either a point or diffeomorphic to a
circle.
[BQ] formulated quasi-symmetry in terms of a circle action preserving FGCM. Given
a circle action one can obtain a vector field u = ∂θΦθ|θ=0. It is a quasi-symmetry
if Φ preserves FGCM. In our treatment of quasi-symmetry here, we do not require
the trajectories of a quasi-symmetry to be circles, but we prove now that under mild
conditions any quasi-symmetry does generate a circle action locally.
Theorem 8.2. If u is a quasi-symmetry for B, ψ is global, S is a bounded regular
component of a level set of ψ (flux surface), and S contains a regular component T of a
joint level set of either
(i) (|B|, ψ) with u · B 6= 0, or
(ii) (u · B,ψ),
then T is a circle and a closed u-line, and all u-lines on S are closed and of the same
period. Furthermore, all nearby flux surfaces have the same properties and the same
period. The circles are non-contractible on the flux surfaces and all have the same
rational winding ratio on this interval of flux surfaces.
Proof. The vector field u is nowhere zero on S because iuiBΩ = dψ 6= 0. A bounded
regular component T of a level set of two functions in 3D is a circle. Luψ = 0. In case
(i), Lu|B| = 0 and d|B|, dψ are independent, so T is a u-line. In case (ii), Lu(u ·B) = 0
and d(u ·B), dψ are independent, so T is a u-line.
Now [u,B] = 0 so by Theorem 3.4, u is conjugate to a constant vector field on S.
Because one u-line on S is closed, it follows that all u-lines on S are closed and have the
same period.
Independence of dψ and d|B| (respectively d(u · B)) on T implies the same for all
nearby components of level sets of (ψ, |B|) (respectively (ψ, u · B)). So we obtain the
same result for all nearby flux surfaces.
To prove the period of the u-lines is the same for nearby flux surfaces, we treat the
two cases separately.
In case (i), let the function f(x) = 2pi/τ(x) where τ(x) is the period of the u-line
through the given point x, and define vector field R = u/f . Then R generates a circle
action Φ. Define the circle-average 〈ω〉 of any differential form or vector field ω by
(55) 〈ω〉 = 1
2pi
∫ 2π
0
Φ∗θω dθ.
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Note that the circle-average of LRω is zero for any ω. From u = fR follows
(56) 0 = LuB
♭ = (B ·R) df + fLRB♭.
Take the circle-average of this equation to obtain
(57) 0 = (B ·R) df,
because f and B · R are constant along Φ-orbits. So if u · B 6= 0 then df = 0. This
applies on a neighbourhood of S, so f is locally constant.
In case (ii), LuB
♭ = 0 implies that iuiJΩ = −d(u · B) (equation (33)) and [u, J ] = 0
(Theorem 4.5(iii)). So u, J are commuting vector fields on each level set of u · B. Now
d(u ·B) 6= 0, so the u-lines on the level set of u ·B are closed and have the same period
(using Theorem 3.4). By independence of d(u ·B) and dψ this gives us a u-line on each
nearby flux surface and it has the same period. Thus they all have the same period.
The u-lines are non-contractible on the flux surfaces because of the conjugacy to a
constant vector field. The winding ratio of u as a function of ψ is continuous and rational
so it is constant. 
Note that case (ii) can not occur for an MHS field with p constant on flux surfaces
because of Theorem 9.3 to follow, but it might be useful in other situations.
The rational winding ratiom : n of the u-lines is called the type of the quasi-symmetry.
With θ1 poloidal and θ2 toroidal, m : n = 0 : 1 is called quasi-axisymmetric (QA), 1 : 0
is called quasi-poloidal (QP), and anything else is called quasi-helical (QH).
Note that both quasi-symmetry and circle action allow the possibility of short fibres,
for example, a region of m : n QH may shrink onto a closed u-line (which will be also
a B-line) around which the rest have winding ratio m : n (a “Seifert fibration”). If the
u-period of the main u-lines is 2pi, then the period of the short fibre is 2pi/n.
Note also that the construction in case (ii) of tori with u · B constant supporting
commuting vector fields u, J applies for a general quasisymmetry u, without requiring
the derivatives of u·B and ψ to be independent. The formula of Theorem 5.4 for winding
ratios extends to those for u and J on these tori, with n replaced by ∇(u ·B)/|∇(u ·B)|2.
9. Relation to standard treatments
We begin with
Definition 9.1. A magnetic field B is quasi-symmetric if it has a quasi-symmetry u
and the associated flux function ψ is global and dψ 6= 0 a.e.
Using Definitions 3.3 and 4.1, if B is quasi-symmetric then FGCM is integrable.
The standard approach to quasi-symmetry, as exemplified by [He], assumes a magne-
tohydrostatic field B from the start.
Definition 9.2. A magnetic field B is magnetohydrostatic (MHS) if J × B = ∇p for
some function p, where J = curlB.
It then assumes a flux function ψ, i.e. a function such that B · ∇ψ = 0 and ∇ψ 6= 0
a.e. Given the MHS assumption, this is not a great restriction, because p satisfies
B · ∇p = 0; the only catch is that dp might not be non-zero a.e. (in particular in the
surrounding vacuum region, but also because except for special cases like axisymmetric
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fields dp has to be zero at all rational flux surfaces [Bo1]). Then the level sets of ψ are
assumed to be bounded in the region of interest and hence 2-tori. Actually, [He] scales
ψ to be the toroidal flux bounded by the level set of ψ, but that is not essential. The
standard approach also assumes that p is constant on flux surfaces, which is automatic
if the field has density of irrational flux surfaces but might otherwise be a restriction.
Then it is proved that there are “Boozer” coordinates [Bo1] which in particular make
the magnetic field lines straight. Guiding-centre motion is formulated in the Boozer
angles as a Lagrangian system and seen to have an ignorable linear combination of the
angles if the field strength is constant along a family of straight lines on each flux surface
(not in general the same straight lines as the fieldlines), and so guiding-centre motion is
integrable. The field is said to be quasi-symmetric if this is the case.
An alternative approach is due to Hamada [Ha] but requires dp 6= 0 a.e. It constructs
a different coordinate system on flux surfaces, but with similar properties, and quasi-
symmetry is identified as the result of an ignorable coordinate again. [He] identifies a
whole class of coordinate systems that will do as well.
Here we explain how our approach connects to these. In our definition and analysis
of quasi-symmetry, we have not required the field to be MHS, but if it is MHS and has
quasi-symmetry u in our sense with a global flux function ψ and if p is constant on
flux surfaces it turns out that u · B is also. The latter in this case will be denoted by
C. We showed that quasi-symmetry implies that [u,B] = 0 and [u,B/|B|2] = 0. We
claim that the resulting AL coordinates on flux surfaces augmented by ψ give Hamada
coordinates in the first case and Boozer coordinates in the second. Because of Lu|B| = 0
it follows that |B| is constant along the u-lines, which are straight in either case. So
under the assumptions of MHS with p constant on flux surfaces, quasi-symmetry in our
sense implies quasi-symmetric in the standard sense.
We will now prove these statements. Afterwards we will address the converse question.
Theorem 9.3. If u is a quasi-symmetry for an MHS field B and p is constant on flux
surfaces then u ·B is constant on flux surfaces.
Proof. We already have Lu(u·B) = 0 (Theorem 4.5). Now LB(u·B) = LBiuB♭ = iuLBB♭
because [u,B] = 0. Translated to differential forms, the MHS equation says iBdB
♭ = dp.
So LBB
♭ = dp+ d|B|2. Thus LB(u ·B) = iudp+ iud|B|2. The first term is zero because
iudψ = 0 and p is constant on flux surfaces. The second is zero from Lu|B| = 0. u and
B are independent and tangent to flux surfaces. Combining these two results, u · B is
constant on flux surfaces. 
Thus, in the MHS case, u · B is a function3 C(ψ) and so together with B × u = ∇ψ
we can describe the magnetic field in terms of u and ψ. We can do the same for J . The
results are stated in the following theorem.
3Technically, this is not quite correct, because if a level set of ψ has more than one regular component,
then u·B could take different values on the different components, but we use the formulation u·B = C(ψ)
with this understanding. Similarly, we will write p being constant on flux surfaces as p = p(ψ).
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Theorem 9.4. If u is a quasi-symmetry for an MHS field B with p constant on flux
surfaces then B has the form
(58) B =
1
|u|2 (C(ψ)u+ u×∇ψ).
Assume C and p are absolutely continuous functions of ψ. Then
(59) J = −p′(ψ)u− C ′(ψ)B.
Proof. Equation (58) comes straight from B × u = ∇ψ if we cross with u and use
u ·B = C(ψ). Absolute continuity of a function is enough for its derivative to exist a.e.
and for the fundamental theorem of calculus to hold. The MHS condition implies that J
is tangent to flux surfaces, so it is a linear combination of u and B, say J = κu+λB for
some functions κ, λ of ψ. Then from ∇p = J × B = κu ×B = −κ∇ψ we find κ = −p′.
Likewise from (32) we have ∇C = u× J = λu×B = −λ∇ψ, and so λ = −C ′. 
Remark 9.5. For future reference, it is also useful to express the quasi-symmetry u in
terms of B and ψ. So now, if we cross B × u = ∇ψ with B, we have
(60) u =
1
|B|2 (C(ψ)B −B ×∇ψ),
using u ·B = C(ψ). An alternative expression can be obtained by crossing B × u = ∇ψ
with ∇|B| and using u · ∇|B| = 0. In this way, the quasi-symmetry can be written as
(61) u =
∇ψ ×∇|B|
B · ∇|B| .
We emphasise that the two expressions are not equivalent, as the former assumes MHS
fields in using u · B = C(ψ), while the latter does not, but uses Lu|B| = 0 instead.
Definition 9.6. Given a magnetic field B with a flux function ψ, coordinates (θ1, θ2, ψ),
θj ∈ S1 = R/2piZ, are magnetic coordinates if the B-lines are straight in them.
Note that this remains true under any linear transformation on the θj in SL(2,Z),
so it is conventional to take θ1 in the poloidal direction on a flux surface and θ2 in the
toroidal direction, defined (up to orientation) by its embedding in R3. For topologists,
a poloidal loop is a “meridian” and a toroidal one is a “longitude”.
Definition 9.7. A set of magnetic coordinates is called Hamada coordinates if the cur-
rent density takes the form J = ∇I × ∇θ1 + ∇G × ∇θ2 for some functions I,G of ψ
only (in differential forms, the current flux-form j = iJΩ = dI ∧ dθ1 + dG ∧ dθ2).
Definition 9.8. A set of magnetic coordinates is called Boozer coordinates if the mag-
netic field takes the form B = I∇θ1 +G∇θ2 +K∇ψ with I,G functions of ψ only (in
differential forms, B♭ = Idθ1 +Gdθ2 +Kdψ).
Note that in each case there is freedom to choose where to put the origin of (θ1, θ2)
on each flux surface.
Theorem 9.9. If u is a quasi-symmetry for an MHS field B then AL coordinates for
[u,B] = 0 give Hamada coordinates and |B| is constant along a system of straight lines
in these coordinates.
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Proof. Quasi-symmetry implies [u,B] = 0 (Theorem 4.3). Construct AL coordinates
(θ1, θ2) for this commutation relation and augment to 3D by ψ. Then both u and B are
constant vector fields on each flux surface in these coordinates, i.e. u = u1∂1+ u
2∂2 and
B = B1∂1 + B
2∂2, with the coefficients being functions of ψ only, where ∂i is short for
∂θi . In particular, the B-lines are straight, so (θ
1, θ2) are magnetic coordinates.
Under the MHS condition with p constant on flux surfaces, J is given by (59). Thus the
current 2-form j = iJΩ = −p′iuΩ−C ′iBΩ. Now Ω can be written as Ω = J dψ∧dθ1∧dθ2
where J is the Jacobian of the coordinate system. The Jacobian in these coordinates
is a function of ψ only, because divu = divB = 0 implies div∂i = 0 for i = 1, 2, so
0 = di∂1Ω = −dJ ∧ dψ ∧ dθ2 and 0 = di∂2Ω = dJ ∧ dψ ∧ dθ1. Thus dJ ∧ dψ = 0 and
hence J is a function of ψ. Finally,
(62) j = J (−p′(u2dψ ∧ dθ1 − u1dψ ∧ dθ2)− C ′(B2dψ ∧ dθ1 −B1dψ ∧ dθ2)),
so has the form j1dψ ∧ dθ1 + j2dψ ∧ dθ2 for some ji(ψ), which (together with being
magnetic coordinates) is the defining condition of Hamada coordinates. Because u is
constant in these coordinates on a flux surface, it follows from Lu|B| = 0 that |B| is
constant along a system of straight lines. 
Note that J is also constant in Hamada coordinates on each flux surface, because
we proved in (59) it is a linear combination (by functions of ψ) of u and B, which are
constant on each flux surface. Thus instead of making AL coordinates for [u,B] = 0,
we could equally well make AL coordinates for [J,B] = 0 or for [J, u] = 0, the first of
which holds for any MHS field and the second of which holds for any quasi-symmetric
field. To prove that [J,B] = 0 for any MHS field, note simply that
(63) i[J,B]Ω = iJLBΩ− LBiJΩ = −LBdB♭ = −dLBB♭ = 0,
because LBB
♭ = d(p + |B|2). [J,B] = 0 gives Hamada coordinates and |B| is constant
along a system of straight lines if the field is quasisymmetric.
Theorem 9.10. If u is a quasi-symmetry for an MHS field B then AL coordinates for
[u,B/|B|2] = 0 give Boozer coordinates and |B| is constant along a system of straight
lines in these coordinates.
Proof. Quasi-symmetry implies [u,B/|B|2] = 0 (Theorem 4.5). Construct AL coordi-
nates (θ1, θ2) for this commutation relation and augment by ψ. Then both u and B/|B|2
are constant vector fields on each flux surface in these coordinates. In particular the B-
lines are straight, even if |B| might vary along them. So these are magnetic coordinates
again.
Under the MHS condition with p constant on flux surfaces, then we see the AL coordi-
nates have the additional property that lines of ∇ψ×B are straight too. This is because
u ·B is constant on flux surfaces, so ∇ψ×B/|B|2 = u−CB/|B|2 (coming from (60)) is a
constant vector field on each flux surface. This is a property of Boozer coordinates, but
the defining property of Boozer coordinates (beyond being magnetic coordinates) is that
B♭ = Idθ1 + Gdθ2 +Kdψ for some functions I,G,K with I,G functions of ψ only. So
now we prove this holds for our AL coordinates. Without the constraints on I and G, B♭
has the above form because the coordinate 1-forms form a basis for the cotangent space.
As before, we proved C = u · B is constant on flux surfaces, so C = iuB♭ = Iu1 +Gu2.
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Also 1 = iB/|B|2B
♭ = Ih1 +Gh2, where hj = Bj/|B|2. The coefficients (uj , hj) in these
two equations are functions of ψ only, so it follows that I and G are too. Thus the AL
coordinates for [u,B/|B|2] = 0 in an MHS quasi-symmetric field are Boozer coordinates.
Because u is constant in these coordinates and |B| is constant along u-lines, it follows
that |B| is constant along a system of straight lines on each flux surface. 
Again, we note that the same coordinates are obtained if we start from the commuta-
tion relation [u,∇ψ×B/|B|2] = 0, which holds in quasisymmetry, or from [B/|B|2,∇ψ×
B/|B|2] = 0, whose significance comes from the next result.
Theorem 9.11. If B is MHS with flux function ψ and p constant on flux surfaces, then
[B/|B|2,∇ψ ×B/|B|2] = 0.
Proof. Write h = B/|B|2 and k = ∇ψ × h. We apply
(64) i[h,k] = Lhik − ikLh
to dψ,B♭, k♭ in turn, using the operator
(65) Lh = |B|−2LB + d|B|−2 ∧ iB ,
which reduces to |B|−2LB on 0-forms. In the first case we get immediately i[h,k]dψ = 0,
since Lhdψ = 0 and ikdψ = 0. Next, inserting the MHS condition in the form LBB
♭ =
d(p + |B|2), we have
(66) i[h,k]B
♭ = −ikLhB♭ = −ik(|B|−2d|B|2 + |B|2d|B|−2) = 0,
as well. For the last case, note first that
(67) i[h,k]k
♭ = Lh|k|2 − ikLhk♭ = |B|−2LBikk♭ − |B|−2ikLBk♭ = |B|−2i[B,k]k♭,
since iBk
♭ = 0. But, using ikΩ = dψ ∧ h♭, we also see that
(68) iBi[B,k]Ω = iB(LBikΩ− ikLBΩ) = iB(dψ ∧ LBh♭) = −dψ ∧ LB1 = 0,
since LBψ = 0, LBΩ = 0 and iBdψ = 0. Therefore the vector field [B, k] is parallel to B,
and so i[h,k]k
♭ = 0 too. Since (∇ψ,B, k) form a basis for the tangent space, we deduce
that [h, k] = 0. 
Thus, starting with an MHS field B with a flux function ψ and p constant on flux
surfaces, one can construct Boozer coordinates as AL coordinates for the commutation
relation of Theorem 9.11. If B is in addition quasisymmetric then |B| is constant along
a system of straight lines, namely the u-lines, because Lu|B| = 0 and u, given by (60),
is a constant vector field on each flux surface.
The standard approaches to quasi-symmetry are based on a symmetry (ignorable
coordinate) of the gyro-averaged Lagrangian in Boozer or Hamada coordinates. The
usual presentations are flawed, however, because the gyro-averaged Lagrangian
(69) L(X, X˙) =
1
2
m(b · X˙)2 + eA · X˙ − µ|B(X)|
does not define a Lagrangian system in the standard sense, neither on (X, X˙) ∈ TR3
nor on (θ, θ˙) ∈ T (S1 × S1), because it is degenerate (the second derivative of L with
respect to the three components of X˙ has rank 1). The good way to deal with this [Li]
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is to write the variational principle in Arnol’d-Cartan form [Ar] in extended state space
(X, v‖, t) as δ
∫
γ α = 0 over variations of compact support of paths γ with
(70) α = mv‖b
♭ + eA♭ − (1
2
mv2‖ + µ|B(X)|) dt.
The vector field V resulting from such a variational principle is given by the unique
choice (V, 1) in the kernel of dα (which is one-dimensional because the extended state
space is odd-dimensional and B is assumed non-zero). Then a continuous symmetry
is defined to be a vector field U such that LUα = dZ for some function Z. This
is because flowing with such a vector field does not change the variational principle
(actually, one could replace dZ by any closed 1-form, but it is conventional to take it
exact). It follows, as in the standard Noether theorem, that iUdα = d(Z − iUα) and so
i(V,1)d(Z − iUα) = −iU i(V,1)dα = 0, so K = Z− iUα is conserved by (V, 1). If U = (u, 0)
then
(71) iUα = eiuA
♭ +mv‖iub
♭ = eu ·A+mv‖u · b.
Finally, we address the converse question: given a quasi-symmetric system in the
standard sense, identify the quasi-symmetry in our sense.
Theorem 9.12. If magnetic field B has a flux function ψ and is MHS with p constant
on flux surfaces and density of irrational surfaces and p′(ψ) 6= 0 a.e., and |B| is constant
along a family of straight lines in Hamada coordinates, then it is quasisymmetric with
u = −(J + C ′B)/p′ for a function C of ψ such that C = u ·B.
Proof. For an MHS field [J,B] = 0. If dp 6= 0 then J,B are independent. Take AL
coordinates for this commutation relation. By the discussion after Theorem 9.9, they
are Hamada coordinates. If |B| is constant along a family of straight lines then that
implies |B| is constant along
(72) u = κJ + λB
for some functions κ, λ of p or equivalently of ψ if a different flux function has been
chosen with the same level sets. Their ratio is determined by the lines of constant |B|,
but their magnitudes are otherwise free.
Now iuiBΩ = κiJ iBΩ = −κdp = −κp′dψ. Therefore Luβ = 0. Choose, in particular,
κ = −1/p′ to obtain iuiBΩ = dψ.
It remains to prove that LuB
♭ = 0. From (72), iuiJΩ = λiBiJΩ = λdp = λp
′dψ, by
the MHS equation. And [u,B] = 0 since [J,B] = 0. From the MHS condition again
LBB
♭ = d(p + |B|2), and [u,B] = 0, we have LB(u · B) = iuLBB♭ = iud(p + |B|2) = 0,
because both p and |B| are constant along u. Then density of irrational surfaces implies,
assuming continuity, that u · B is constant on flux surfaces. In other words, u · B is a
function C of ψ. Therefore
(73) LuB
♭ = iudB
♭ + diuB
♭ = iuiJΩ+ d(u · B) = (λp′ + C ′)dψ.
Thus, choosing λ = −C ′/p′, we satisfy the last condition for quasisymmetry. 
Remark 9.13. In the previous proof, we can show that LuB
♭ = 0 using circle averaging
instead, as follows. First we note that if |B| is not constant on a flux surface then the
u-lines are closed. If exceptionally, |B| is constant on a flux surface then the ratio is
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undetermined, but we can choose it to make the u-lines closed. The period τ of the u-lines
is constant on flux surfaces but in general varies with ψ. We are free to simultaneously
scale κ and λ by any function of ψ, however. Thus we can scale them to make τ = 2pi.
With this choice we can now apply circle-averaging (55) to (73). The average of the
lefthand side is zero, being Lu of something. All of λ, p and C are constant along u.
Thus the average of the right hand side is just itself. Consequently 0 = (λp′+C ′)dψ. It
follows that LuB
♭ = 0.
Theorem 9.14. If magnetic field B has a flux function ψ and is MHS with p constant
on flux surfaces and density of irrational surfaces, and |B| is constant along a family of
straight lines in Boozer coordinates, then it is quasisymmetric with u = (CB + ∇ψ ×
B)/|B|2 for a function C of ψ such that (C2/2)′ = −|u|2p′ − u · J .
Proof. For an MHS field with a flux function ψ we proved that [B/|B|2,∇ψ×B/|B|2] = 0
(Theorem 9.11), and the corresponding AL coordinates are Boozer (discussion after
Theorem 9.11). If |B| is constant along a family of straight lines in these coordinates
then there are functions C, λ of ψ only such that |B| is constant along
(74) u = (CB + λ∇ψ ×B)/|B|2.
The ratio of C, λ is determined by the lines of constant |B|, but their magnitudes are
otherwise free. We see that C = u · B, hence u ·B is constant on flux surfaces.
Now B × u = λ∇ψ, so we obtain iuiBΩ = λdψ and Luβ = 0 accordingly. Let us
choose λ = 1 to obtain iuiBΩ = dψ.
It remains to prove that LuB
♭ = 0. The MHS equation can be written as iBiJΩ = dp.
Thus, from the above expression for u, we deduce that
(75) iuiJΩ =
1
|B|2 (CiBiJΩ− iJ (dψ ∧B
♭) =
1
|B|2 (Cdp+ (iJB
♭)dψ) = κdψ
since iJdψ = 0, with
(76) κ = (Cp′ + J ·B)/|B|2 = (|u|2p′ + u · J)/C.
Therefore
(77) LuB
♭ = iuiJΩ+ d(u · B) = (κ+ C ′)dψ.
Next note that [u,B/|B|2] = 0 because u is given by (74), B ·∇C = 0 and [B/|B|2,∇ψ×
B/|B|2] = 0. But |B| is constant along u, so that implies [u,B] = 0. Apply then LB
to (75). We have [u,B] = 0, [J,B] = 0 from the MHS condition, and LBΩ = 0. Hence
LBκ = 0. Using density of irrational surfaces it follows, assuming continuity, that κ is
constant on flux surfaces, i.e., κ = κ(ψ). Choose then κ = −C ′ to obtain LuB♭ = 0.
Inserting this in (76) proves the result for (C2/2)′. 
Remark 9.15. Alternatively in the previous proof we can show that LuB
♭ = 0 using
circle averaging, as follows. If |B| is not constant on a flux surface then the u-lines are
closed. If it is constant then we can choose the ratio C : λ to make the u-lines closed.
In either case, the period of the u-lines is constant on a flux surface. We can scale C, λ
simultaneously by a function of ψ to make the period 2pi. Apply circle averaging to (77)
and use κ,C constant along u to obtain 0 = (κ+ C ′)dψ. Thus LuB
♭ = 0.
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Another common treatment of quasi-symmetry for an MHS field with flux function
and p constant on flux surfaces (e.g. [SH]), is based on the relation
(78) B ×∇ψ = E∇ψ ×∇|B|+ FB,
where E = −|B|2/B · ∇|B| and F = B×∇ψ · ∇|B|/(B · ∇|B|). Quasi-symmetry in this
approach is then formulated as F being constant on flux surfaces,
(79) F = F (ψ).
This setup fits in our framework because equation (78) is none other than iuiBΩ = dψ
and Lu|B| = 0 combined together, and condition (79) says that u · B is constant on
flux surfaces in the MHS case. To see the first one, cross B × u = ∇ψ with B to
obtain B ×∇ψ = (u · B)B − |B|2u, and insert (61) for u. The second one follows from
Theorem 9.3, since the function F is precisely u · B, i.e., F = C for MHS fields.
Lastly we show that Lub
♭ = 0 implies
∫
c dl is constant when the curve c is drawn
from any continuous family of field line segments within a given flux surface and with
fixed endpoint values of |B|. Let γ : [s0, s1]→ R3 be the restriction of a field line to an
interval [s0, s1] such that |B|(γ(s0)) = k0 and |B|(γ(s1)) = k1, where k0, k1 ∈ R+. If φλ
is the u-flow then γλ = φλ ◦ γ is a field line segment contained in the same flux surface
as γ for each λ. In addition the integral Iλ =
∫
γλ
dl is independent of λ because
d
dλ
∫
φλ◦c
dl =
d
dλ
∫
φλ◦c
b♭ =
d
dλ
∫
c
φ∗λb
♭ =
∫
c
Lub
♭ = 0.(80)
Therefore the arc lengths of the field line segments γλ are all the same. Moreover because
Lu|B| = 0 the endpoint values of |B| for γλ are independent of λ, i.e. |B|(γλ(s0)) = k0
and |B|(γλ(s1)) = k1 for each λ. The desired result now follows upon noting that any
continuous family of field line segments in a given flux surface with fixed endpoint values
of |B| can be generated by flowing some field line segment along u.
10. Quasi-symmetric Grad-Shafranov equation
In the axisymmetric case, magnetohydrostatics is reduced to a nonlinear elliptic par-
tial differential equation called the Grad-Shafranov4 (GS) equation [GR, Sh]. It takes
as input two functions p(ψ) and C(ψ) and is an equation for ψ(r, z) in cylindrical polar
coordinates. The GS equation has a nice variational principle [BB]5, reasonable exis-
tence theory for solutions [BB, AM] and well developed codes for its numerical solution,
e.g. Ch.4 of [Ja].
Here we generalise the GS equation to magnetohydrostatics with a general quasi-
symmetry u.
First we derive a pre-GS equation which does not assume magnetohydrostatics. Fur-
thermore, the only part of quasi-symmetry that it uses is iuiBΩ = dψ.
Theorem 10.1. If iuiBΩ = dψ then
(81) ∆ψ − u× v|u|2 · ∇ψ +
u · v
|u|2 u · B − u · J = 0,
4but previous versions were published by Lu¨st & Schlu¨ter, 1957 and by Chandrasekhar & Prendergast,
1956, and in the fluids context the analogous equation was published by Hicks in 1899
5but probably there are earlier references
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where ∆ = div∇, v = curl u and J = curlB.
Proof. We have B × u = ∇ψ and so
(82) B♭ ∧ u♭ = iB×uΩ = i∇ψΩ.
Applying d to the above equation, we obtain
(83) ∆ψ Ω = d(B♭∧u♭) = dB♭∧u♭−B♭∧ du♭ = iJΩ∧u♭−B♭∧ ivΩ = (u ·J −B · v)Ω.
Hence by non-degeneracy of Ω,
(84) ∆ψ = u · J −B · v.
For the last term of (84), contract (82) with v and u to find
(85) v × u · ∇ψ = iuiv(B♭ ∧ u♭) = iu((B · v)u♭ − (u · v)B♭) = (B · v)|u|2 − (u · v)(u ·B).
Hence
(86) B · v = (v × u · ∇ψ + (u · v)(u ·B)) /|u|2.
Substituting this into (84), we deduce equation (81). 
An immediate consequence of iuiBΩ = dψ is also the additional equation u · ∇ψ = 0,
which comes by contracting with u.
Next we derive two further conditions which follow from divB = 0 and LuB
♭ = 0,
assuming in addition the properties divu = 0 and Lu(u · B) = 0 of a quasi-symmetry.
Theorem 10.2. If iuiBΩ = dψ, div u = 0 and Lu(u ·B) = 0, then divB = 0 iff B ·w = 0
where w♭ = Luu
♭.
Proof. Recalling β = iBΩ, we have
|u|2dβ = (iudβ) ∧ u♭ = (Luβ − diuβ) ∧ u♭ = (i[u,B]Ω+ iBLuΩ) ∧ u♭ = (i[u,B]u♭)Ω(87)
= (LuiBu
♭ − iBLuu♭)Ω = −(B · w)Ω,(88)
because diuβ, LuΩ and LuiBu
♭ are zero. dβ = (divB)Ω, hence the result. 
Theorem 10.3. Under the assumptions of the previous theorem, LuB
♭ = 0 iff B×w =
[u,∇ψ].
Proof. Note first that since iuLuB
♭ = LuiuB
♭ = 0, we have iu(LuB
♭ ∧ u♭) = −|u|2LuB♭.
Thus, LuB
♭ vanishes iff LuB
♭ ∧ u♭ does. Applying then Lu to (82), we obtain
(89) (LuB
♭) ∧ u♭ = Lui∇ψΩ−B♭ ∧ Luu♭ = i[u,∇ψ]Ω− iB×wΩ,
since LuΩ = 0. Ω is non-degenerate, hence the result. 
Thus the pre-GS equation requires extra conditions to guarantee that divB = 0 and
LuB
♭ = 0. Both of them are automatic in the case of isometries, that is, if u is a Killing
field. To see this, write w♭ = Luu
♭ = iuLug and [u,∇ψ]♭ = Lu(dψ) − i∇ψLug, recalling
Lemma 7.4, and take into account the first condition, Luψ = 0. In the general case,
however, they appear to be non-trivial additional conditions.
The condition of Theorem 10.2 is also automatic if w = 0. For a quasi-symmetry, the
latter was precisely the condition for u to be a Killing field (Theorem 7.3). The next
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result shows that this also true if instead u satisfies the first and third supplementary
conditions.
Theorem 10.4. If divu = 0, Luψ = 0 and B × w = [u,∇ψ], then w = 0 iff Lug = 0.
Proof. If Lug = 0, then straightforwardly w
♭ = Luu
♭ = iuLug = 0.
Let w = 0. Then [u,∇ψ] = 0. Using LuΩ = 0 and Ludψ = dLuψ = 0,
(90) i[u,u×∇ψ]Ω = Luiu×∇ψΩ− iu×∇ψLuΩ = Lu(u♭ ∧ dψ) = Luu♭ ∧ dψ = 0.
Thus, [u, u×∇ψ] = 0 too, since Ω is non-degenerate.
Consider then the basis (u,∇ψ, u × ∇ψ). iuLug = Luu♭ = 0. Furthermore, since u
commutes with ∇ψ and u×∇ψ,
i∇ψLug = Lui∇ψg = Ludψ = dLuψ = 0,(91)
iu×∇ψLug = Luiu×∇ψg = Lu(u×∇ψ)♭ = Lui∇ψiuΩ = i∇ψiuLuΩ = 0,(92)
using Luψ = 0 and LuΩ = 0 again. Hence Lug = 0. 
We now turn to combining quasi-symmetry with magnetohydrostatics, obtaining an-
other of our main results.
Theorem 10.5. If MHS field B is quasi-symmetric with quasi-symmetry u, flux function
ψ, and p a function of ψ, then
(93) ∆ψ − u× v|u|2 · ∇ψ +
u · v
|u|2 C(ψ) + CC
′(ψ) + |u|2p′(ψ) = 0,
where v = curl u and C = u ·B.
Proof. In the MHS case with p constant on flux surfaces, u · B is a function C(ψ) from
Theorem 9.3, and u · J = −CC ′ − |u|2p′ from (59). Put these into the pre-GS equation
(81) to obtain (93). 
Equation (93) is our quasi-symmetric Grad-Shafranov equation. For given u, C(ψ),
and p(ψ) it comprises a semilinear elliptic PDE for the dependent variable ψ. Solutions of
(93), however, do not necessarily give MHS fields. There are several additional conditions
that are required.
First of all, equation (93) needs supplementing by the condition Luψ = 0, equivalently
(94) u · ∇ψ = 0,
which says that u leaves invariant the solutions ψ of (93) and reduces it effectively to
2D. For the special case of axisymmetry, u = rφˆ, then |u| = r, v = 2zˆ, u · v = 0 and
u × v = 2rrˆ, so the usual GS equation is recovered in cylindrical polar coordinates.
Similarly, for the case of helical symmetry, u = rφˆ + lzˆ, where l is a constant, then
|u| = √r2 + l2, v = 2zˆ, u · v = 2l and u× v = 2rrˆ, so the helical GS equation [JOKF] is
obtained.
Recalling Theorem 9.4, the magnetic field B can be obtained by formula (58). If
w = 0, as for axisymmetry and helical symmetry, no further conditions beyond (93) and
(94) are required for MHS fields.
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If w 6= 0, however, it is not automatic from (58) that divB = 0 nor that LuB♭ = 0.
Thus, in general, one must add the conditions of Theorems 10.2 and 10.3 to ensure them.
The first one reads
(95) (u× w) · ∇ψ − (u · w)C(ψ) = 0,
as we can see by replacing B from (58) into B · w = 0. For the non-isometry case, the
second one can be reduced to
[v × w − 2(w · ∇)u] · ∇ψ = 0,(96)
[(u · v)w + 2((u× w) · ∇)u] · ∇ψ + |w|2C(ψ) = 0,(97)
as the next result shows. It is worth noting that, owing to [u,∇ψ], the original condition
in this case involves second-order partial differential equations, but they can be reduced
to first-order ones making use of (94), as described in (98) below. Thus, in the end, the
second-order quasi-symmetric Grad-Shafranov equation is augmented by four first-order
quasilinear partial differential equations given by (94)-(97).
Proposition 10.6. Let B be of the form (58). If u is not locally a Killing field, then
B × w = [u,∇ψ] can be reduced to (96)-(97) under (94)-(95).
Proof. First of all for any vector field X we have
[u,∇ψ] ·X = i[u,∇ψ]X♭ = (Lui∇ψ − i∇ψLu)X♭ = LuiXdψ − i∇ψLuX♭
= (i[u,X] + iXLu)dψ − i∇ψLuX♭ = i∇ψ([u,X]♭ − LuX♭),(98)
using Ludψ = dLuψ = 0 from (94). Moreover, switching to vector calculus,
[u,X]♭ − LuX♭ = [(u · ∇)X − (X · ∇)u]♭ − iudX♭ − d(iuX♭)
= [(u · ∇)X − (X · ∇)u+ u× curlX −∇(u ·X)]♭
= [v ×X − 2(X · ∇)u]♭.(99)
Now, if u×w = 0 then u ·w = 0 from (95) and so w = 0, hence Lug = 0 from Theorem
10.4. Therefore, if u is not locally a Killing field, (u,w, u × w) is a basis. Project then
B × w = [u,∇ψ] to the directions X = u,w, u × w, and use (98)-(99).
For X = u, we see directly from (98) that the projection of B × w = [u,∇ψ] to u is
trivially satisfied,
(100) 0 = u · (B × w − [u,∇ψ]) = w · (u×B) + i∇ψLuu♭ = −w · ∇ψ + w · ∇ψ.
For X = w, we obtain (96),
(101) 0 = w · (B × w − [u,∇ψ]) = − i∇ψ[v × w − 2(w · ∇)u]♭.
For X = u× w, using (94) and (95) in its original form B · w = 0, we arrive at (97),
0 = u× w · (B × w − [u,∇ψ])
= [(B × w)× u] · w − i∇ψ[v × (u× w)− 2((u× w) · ∇)u]♭
= [Cw − (w · u)B] · w − i∇ψ[(v · w)u− (v · u)w − 2((u× w) · ∇)u]♭
= C|w|2 + i∇ψ[(v · u)w + 2((u × w) · ∇)u]♭.(102)

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Writing V1 = u×w−2(w ·∇)u then (96) becomes V1 ·∇ψ = 0. Adding |w|2 times (95)
to u·w times (97), we obtain V2·∇ψ = 0 with V2 = |w|2u×w+(u·w)[(u·v)w+2(u×w·∇)u].
Combining the two equations with u·∇ψ = 0 from (94) we deduce a further requirement.
Theorem 10.7. For an MHS field with p a function of ψ to be quasi-symmetric, the
quasi-symmetry u must satisfy u× V1 · V2 = 0.
Proof. By Definition 9.1 of quasi-symmetric, dψ 6= 0 a.e. Since u · ∇ψ = 0, V1 · ∇ψ = 0
and V2 · ∇ψ = 0, it follows that u,V1,V2 must be linearly dependent a.e. 
The condition of the above theorem merits analysis, but there are also the further
restrictions given by (95) and (93) itself. And it would be good to also remove the MHS
condition.
Finally, the current density J can be found from (59). But J = curlB is not automatic
either. Still for solutions of (81) and therefore (93) this amounts to LuB
♭ = 0 again as
the next result shows.
Theorem 10.8. Let B, J be of the form (58)-(59). On the set of solutions of the pre-GS
equation, LuB
♭ = 0 iff J = curlB.
Proof. Write LuB
♭ = iudB
♭ + d(iuB
♭) and J = curlB as s = 0, where s = dB♭ − iJΩ.
Using u ·B = C and iuiJΩ = −C ′dψ, we see that
(103) LuB
♭ = ius.
For the converse, note that |u|2s = iu(u♭ ∧ s) + u♭ ∧ ius and
(104) u♭ ∧ s = −d(u♭ ∧B♭) + ivΩ ∧B♭ − (iJu♭)Ω = (∆ψ +B · v − J · u)Ω.
Thus, in light of (84), we deduce that on solutions of (81)
(105) s = −|u|−2u♭ ∧ LuB♭,
which completes the proof. 
In conclusion, the system of equations (93)-(97) describes the conditions that a quasi-
symmetry u and the corresponding flux surfaces ψ must satisfy in magnetohydrostatics.
11. Variational principle for the quasi-symmetric GS equation
Two questions arise: (i) does (93) have solutions, and (ii) how do we incorporate the
supplementary conditions (94)-(97)?
In this section, we address principally the first question.
There are a number of relevant results on the existence theory for semilinear elliptic
PDEs, for example, Theorem 15.12 in [GT] and Theorem 9.12 of [Am]. But even for the
axisymmetric GS equation, there are regimes with no solutions [AM], and regimes with
more than one solution. We have to do more work to reach definitive conclusions.
In the meantime, however, we address here the question whether (93) has a variational
principle, because it would be one useful route to prove existence of a minimiser or some
other critical point by variational means, cf. [BB] and to understand the set of solutions.
To that end we resort to the Helmholtz conditions, as formulated in [Ol].
For a variational problem of the form DLψ = 0 (often written δL[ψ] = 0) with L[ψ] =∫
Q L(ψ,∇ψ) dV (where L is called the Lagrangian and may involve more derivatives)
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on smooth functions ψ : Q→ R, the Euler-Lagrange operator E on smooth functions ψ
is defined by writing
(106) DLψv = −(E[ψ], v)
for all v : Q → R (often written δψ) satisfying suitable boundary conditions, where
(f, g) =
∫
Q fg dV is the standard inner product on L
2(Q,R). So the Euler-Lagrange
equations are E[ψ] = 0.
The Helmholtz conditions say that a differential operator E on functions ψ : Q → R
is the Euler-Lagrange operator for some variational problem iff (f,DEg) = (DEf, g) for
all functions f, g for which both sides are defined. We write this as DE∗ = DE where
DE∗ is the adjoint operator defined wherever (DEf, g) = (f,DE∗g) makes sense, and
refer to such operators as self-adjoint, but ignoring the question of equality of domains
that is part of the standard definition.
A catch with applying the Helmholtz conditions is that the variational property is not
preserved between equivalent equations, not even, for example, λE[ψ] = 0 and E[ψ] = 0
where λ is some non-zero function on Q. In fact the Helmholtz criterion for the lefthand
side of (93) as it stands implies the highly restrictive case u×v = 0 since ∆ is self-adjoint.
However, the axisymmetric and helical cases suggest the use of the factor λ = |u|−2, so
let us consider
(107) E[ψ] = |u|−2∆ψ − |u|−4u× v · ∇ψ + |u|−4u · v C(ψ) + |u|−2CC ′(ψ) + p′(ψ).
Theorem 11.1. E given by (107) is the Euler-Lagrange operator for some variational
problem L iff Luu♭ = 0. In this case
(108) L[ψ] =
∫ (
1
2|u|2 (|∇ψ|
2 − C(ψ)2) + C(ψ)Y · ∇ψ − p(ψ)
)
dV,
where Y is a vector field such that div Y = u · v/|u|4.
Proof. Note first that the last three terms of E are functions of ψ only. Therefore their
derivative is a multiplication operator, which is always self-adjoint. Thus the problem
is reduced to just E[ψ] = |u|−2∆ψ − F · ∇ψ, where F = u × v/|u|4. Now E is a linear
differential polynomial, and so DE = E, i.e.
(109) DE = |u|−2∆− F · ∇.
Integration by parts shows that DE∗g = ∆(g|u|−2) + div (gF ) for the formal adjoint of
DE. Using the identities ∆(g|u|−2) = div∇(g|u|−2) = |u|−2∆g+2∇|u|−2 ·∇g+g∆|u|−2
and div (gF ) = g divF + F · ∇g, we arrive at
(110) DE∗ = |u|−2∆− (2G+ F ) · ∇ − divG,
where G = −∇|u|−2 − F . In other words, G♭ = (d|u|2 + iudu♭)/|u|4 = Luu♭/|u|4. Hence
DE∗ = DE iff G = 0, i.e. Luu
♭ = 0.
The first term of (108) introduces −|u|−2∆ψ −∇|u|−2 · ∇ψ into the Euler-Lagrange
operator. For Luu
♭ = 0, ∇|u|−2 reduces to −F and so we recover the first two terms
of (107). The third term of the Lagrangian yields −CdivY = −Cu · v/|u|4, and the
remaining terms easily restore the rest of (107). 
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Note that existence of a vector field Y such that divY = u · v/|u|4 may look difficult
to satisfy, but it can be expressed equivalently as saying that a = u♭ ∧ du♭/|u|4 is exact,
since du♭ = ivΩ and so u
♭∧du♭ = (ivu♭)Ω and a = diY Ω accordingly. In this way, we see
that it is not much of a restriction, because a is automatically closed, being a top-form.
In the case of axisymmetry where u · v = 0, the variational functional (108) for Y = 0
recovers the Lagrangian [BB] for the usual GS equation in cylindrical polar coordinates.
In the case of helical symmetry, u · v/|u|4 = 2l/(r2 + l2)2, then Y = −l/(r(r2 + l2))rˆ,
so we derive a Lagrangian for the helical GS equation.
Recall, however, Theorem 10.4, for u satisfying the supplementary conditions. In this
case, unfortunately, Luu
♭ = 0 is the condition for u to be a Killing field, and thus in
Euclidean space holds only if u generates an orbit of SE(3). Then we are back to the
axisymmetric GS equation (rejecting translations and the helical case because they do
not have bounded flux surfaces). This is where the second question comes in. Can the
extra conditions be incorporated as constraints in a variational principle? Perhaps, as in
the previous section, one should view the problem as a simultaneous system of equations
for ψ and u.
An alternative approach to extending the GS equation to general quasi-symmetry is
to circle-average the MHS equation in the form iBdB
♭ = dp and derive an equation for
ψ with respect to the circle-averaged Riemannian metric. Strangely, the resulting GS
equation always has a variational principle. But as in our analysis here, there are extra
conditions that must be satisfied and it is not clear that they can. This will be written
in a separate publication.
12. Perspectives
Is every quasi-symmetry a Killing field? At least in the Euclidean case? Or at least
if one requires magnetohydrostatics? A starting point is to analyse the condition of
Theorem 10.7. Or might there be some “Kovalevskaya” examples6? It is not even clear
whether these questions are global or local in nature. The isometry condition Lug = 0
is certainly a local one, and this at least hints that the questions may be local. If this is
indeed the case a prolongation analysis based on the Cartan-Kuranishi theorem may be
sufficient to provide definitive answers. We will report on such an analysis in a future
publication.
The main point of stellarators is to achieve confined guiding-centre trajectories without
significant toroidal current. Is quasi-symmetry compatible with this goal? The toroidal
current enclosed by a flux-surface is just
∫
γ B
♭ round any poloidal loop on the flux-
surface. It is conventionally written as 2piI(ψ). Not surprisingly,
∫
polB
♭ = 0 iff ιJ = 0.
We see no incompatibility between this and quasi-symmetry, but it depends on there
being some non-axisymmetric quasi-symmetries.
Quasi-symmetry may be too strong an ideal to aim for. Weaker conditions would
suffice for single-particle confinement. Omnigenity [He] is one such concept which just
requires flux surfaces and the average drift in flux function for a guiding centre to be
zero to leading approximation. This is automatic for circulating particles of ZGCM
on irrational flux surfaces but requires a condition for all bouncing particles [LC] and
6Recall that Kovalevskaya found non-axisymmetric integrable cases for the dynamics of a top.
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for circulating particles on rational surfaces7. Quasi-symmetry implies omnigenity, but
perhaps not vice versa, so omnigenity would allow a bit more scope [LC].
More generally, one invariant torus for FGCM at each value of energy and magnetic
moment will confine all those inside it. This might be too weak an approach, however,
because particle interactions would lead to exchange of energy and magnetic moment
and drive them across the confining tori.
Alternatively, approximate quasi-symmetry may be enough. This can be achieved to
some order by near-axis expansions [LSP] and we intend to address it in more detail.
Quasi-symmetry may also be too weak an ideal to aim for. Even if quasisymmetric
field configurations do exist they may do a poor job of confining the hot alpha particles
generated by thermonuclear burn. The issue is such particles have much larger gyroradii
than bulk plasma particles. In the best case, confinement properties of alpha particles
might be well-captured by guiding-centre theory with higher-order corrections, in which
case it would be interesting to study possible hidden symmetries of these high-order
terms. In the worst case guiding-centre theory is useless for describing alpha particle or-
bits, and other approaches, perhaps based on a more brute-force optimization approach,
should be pursued.
Finally, we have restricted attention to symmetries of FGCM of the form U = (u, 0)
with u a vector field on guiding-centre position, not involving the parallel velocity. Might
there be parallel-velocity-dependent symmetries that render FGCM integrable? Likewise
we have concentrated here entirely on the context of Hamiltonian symmetries. Might
there be relevant non-Hamiltonian symmetries? This is work in progress.
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Appendix: Additions of electrostatic potential and relativity
To add the effect of an electrostatic potential Φ to the theory of this paper, add eΦ(q)
to H in both equations (2) and (7). The drift equations (12)-(13) gain additional terms
b × ∇Φ/B˜‖ and −e∇Φ/B˜‖ respectively. The conditions of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 need
augmenting by LuΦ = 0.
7This is not usually recognised, but follows by the same arguments as for bouncing particles.
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To add relativistic effects, one simply replaces p = mv by p = γmv with Lorentz
factor γ = (1 − |v|2/c2)−1/2, and the kinetic energy in H by c (m2c2 + |p|2)1/2. This
gives the particle motion with respect to proper time. Likewise the magnetic moment
changes to µ = p2⊥/(2m|B|) and the kinetic part of the guiding-centre Hamiltonian to
c (m2c2 + p2‖ + 2mµ|B|)1/2. The conditions for quasi-symmetry are unchanged.
Alternatively, taking a fully space-time view and allowing general time-dependent
electric and magnetic fields, the equation of motion is
(111)
dp
dτ
= − e iUF,
where F is the Faraday 2-form, U is the contravariant 4-velocity, p = mU ♭ is the covariant
4-momentum, and τ is proper time for the particle. In a time-space coordinate system
(t, x, y, z) with locally Minkowski metric ds2 = −c2dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2,
(112) F = Bxdy ∧ dz +Bydz ∧ dx+Bzdx ∧ dy + Exdx ∧ dt+Eydy ∧ dt+ Ezdz ∧ dt
and U = γ(c, vx, vy, vz). Noting that two of Maxwell’s equations are equivalent to saying
F is closed, the motion of the charged particle can be written in Hamiltonian form with
H =
|p|2
2m
(113)
ω = −dϑ− eF,(114)
where ϑ is the tautological 1-form on T ∗Q for space-time Q. The number of degrees of
freedom is now 4. Guiding-centre reduction can still be performed resulting in a 3DoF
system. Integrability would now require two further integrals beyond the Hamiltonian.
It would be interesting to find out whether time-translation symmetry can be replaced.
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